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Abstract
After several years from Sun Microsystems’ call-for-proposals for adding generics to the Java Pro-
gramming Language, JDK 1.5 will be ﬁnally shipped with a compile-time support for generics.
However, diﬀerently e.g. from the current implementation of .NET Common Language Runtime,
run-time support to generics — also commonly referred to as reiﬁcation of type parameters — is
not provided, leading to a number of well-known inadequacies which might potentially be critical.
In this paper we present the EGO compiler (Exact Generics on Demand). This is the result of a
project developed in collaboration with Sun Microsystems as an eﬀort to provide run-time generics
in a smooth way, without requiring any change on the JVM or on any other run-time support. The
core solution is a sophisticated translation of code based on the type-passing style, where run-time
type information is automatically created on a by-need basis, limiting as most as possible run-time
overhead while retaining interoperability with legacy Java code.
We present the main aspects of this development, from basic design to implementation and deploy-
ment issues. Many relevant aspects that typical raise when implementing advanced type systems
over a mainstream programming language are discussed, shading light to some eﬀective implemen-
tation techniques.
Keywords: Java, Parametric Polymorphism, Compilation Techniques, Run-time Types
1 Introduction
Even though the research on advanced type systems for object-oriented pro-
gramming languages is still a very active ﬁeld, we are witnessing a substantial
inertia in the development of mainstream programming languages. Because of
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their wide dissemination, usual aspects such as performance and expressive-
ness are not the only concerns when actually evaluating a language extension.
Rather, a number of other technical problems typically arise, including e.g.
compatibility with legacy applications and deployment concerns, which are of-
ten the cause for never seeing promising proposals entering the mainstream. In
fact, a substantial gap between theoretical and practical proposals still exists,
which calls for studying and evaluating generally applicable implementation
and deployment techniques.
Towards this direction, we consider the case of run-time support to generic
types in the Java programming language. The long awaited extension of
Java with generics is ﬁnally shipped with JDK 1.5 (also called J2SE5.0,
http://www.java.sun.com) yet without run-time support, thus resulting in
a rather incomplete implementation — see e.g. [14,2,19]. Because generic
types are simply introduced as a compile-time abstraction to enforce safety,
they never enter the run-time domain, hence they hardly integrate with im-
portant Java frameworks such as Serialization, Persistence, JavaBeans, and
the like — not to mention the limited integration with the standard Java
management of types (concerning e.g. downcasts and operator instanceof).
Moreover, run-time generics are shown to support the development of inter-
esting programming idioms, such as the expression problem [16]. Nevertheless,
run-time generics are already implemented in competitor frameworks such as
.NET [10,9,15,3]. Several reasons led to the release of this solution by Sun
Microsystems, the main important of which are the diﬃculty in handling a
global JVM extension, and the inadequacy of compile-time solutions to date
— either in terms of performance, compatibility, or smooth integration with
the Java framework.
In this paper, we present the EGO compiler (Exact Generics on-Demand).
This is the result of a project developed in collaboration with Sun Microsys-
tems with the goal of evaluating a smooth support to run-time generics, which
would not require changes on the JVM or on any other component of the Java
Runtime Environment (JRE). The solution we conceived and developed is a
sophisticated translation of code based on the type-passing style [19,18] — also
known as reiﬁcation (or lifting [12]) of type parameters — where run-time type
information is automatically created on a by-need basis, and cached for future
utilisation. Key features of our solution include (i) run-time overhead within
10%, (ii) similar compatibility and interoperability properties of GJ [14], (iii)
implementation as a separate (and small) module to be added to Sun’s javac
compiler, (iv) easy deployment — only consisting of the new compiler and a
small (17KB) jar library —, and (v) validation through the successful com-
pilation of the whole Java compiler sources. For the sake of clarity, in the
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following we refer to gjavac for Sun’s compiler in JDK 1.5 (featuring GJ-like
generics) 1 . Whereas compile-time approaches have been typically used for
very simple translations — GJ-like generics [14], inner classes [4], autoboxing,
for-each loops in JDK 1.5 — we here show that even a complex translation
can be practically realised tackling performance and compatibility issues in a
satisfactory way.
In particular, our work develops and improves the LM translator design
we presented in [19,18]. The main novelties introduced in the EGO design
include: (i) by-need creation of descriptors for classes and methods, minimis-
ing space overhead and allowing polymorphic recursion [19]; (ii) optimised
handling of generic subclassing with preservation of Java separate compila-
tion properties; (iii) full-handling of “virtual” calls to parametric methods,
featuring a new wrapper technique to support separate compilation; and (iv)
extension of the type-passing approach to all generic constructs, including
inner classes, interfaces, and static methods.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the basic
background to the problem of run-time generic types; Section 3 addresses the
main design choices of EGO compiler, including translation pattern and corre-
sponding run-time eﬀect; Section 4 discusses implementation in Sun’s gjavac
compiler along with deployment issues; Section 5 presents initial performance
results; Section 6 compares the EGO translation strategy with some strictly
related proposal; and Section 7 provides concluding remarks and perspectives
of future works.
2 Background
After several years from Sun Microsystem’s call-for-proposals for adding gener-
ics to the Java Programming Language [11], JDK 1.5 is ﬁnally shipped with a
compile-time support for generics. This implementation is based on GJ [14]:
whereas generic types and methods are used to enforce safety by avoiding
the need to rely on downcasts, they are then simply erased by the compiler
into the corresponding monomorphic bytecode. The solution achieved is very
simple, for there is no need to change the bytecode speciﬁcation or the JVM
implementation. Moreover, the compiled code easily interoperates with exist-
ing Java applications, easying the task of turning an application to the generic
version.
1 Our work was actually developed before the introduction of variant parametric types
[7] into the JDK 1.5 mechanism called wildcards [17]: by gjavac we actually mean Sun’s
compiler before adding wildcards. In the following we abstract away from this mechanism
for it plays a mostly orthogonal role to the run-time issue studied here.
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However, this approach has a well-recognised problem [14,2,18]: generics
are never seen as run-time types of objects, therefore any attempt to recover
the type of an object always yields the corresponding monomorphic version.
For instance, when sending a List<String> object through the net using
Java API, the receiver reads an Object element, and can only downcast it
to a List — namely, to the raw type list [6]. The attempt to downcast it to
List<String> (or to List<Integer>) issues a compile-time warning: such a
cast never fails at run-time, but it may yield confusing exceptions later. See
the following code:
// Making a list persistent
List<String> l=new ArrayList<String>(10);
...
ObjectOutputStream oos=new ObjectOutputStream(...);
oos.writeObject(l);
...
// Another application reads the list
ObjectInputStream ois=new ObjectInputStream(...);
Object o=ois.readObject();
List<Integer> l=(List<Integer>)o; // Issues a warning
...
Integer i=l.get(0); // throws a ClassCastException
In this case, object o is simply a List, and any downcast is inserted based
on an assumption on the content of the list which cannot be veriﬁed (in fact,
it is wrong in the above code!). In the translated code, variable i is assigned
to expression (Integer)l.get(0) which raises a ClassCastException. The
reader should notice that a given element of the list can be actually accessed
later, e.g. by some independent code which cannot expect that accessing the
element could lead to an exception — which is perceived by the programmer
as so-called heap pollution.
In the end, writing code that issues these safety warnings is bad program-
ming practice. The programmer is allowed to sensibly use generic types only
until they are widened for some reason, sticking to their monomorphic version
from then on: this sensibly reduces the advantages that generics aim to in
many relevant Java applications.
In principle, the most reasonable solution to avoid this problem is to extend
the JVM and bytecode speciﬁcation so as to treat generic types as ﬁrst-class
types: this is for instance the approach taken in the proposal for generics in
the C# programming language [9,15], or in the PolyJ proposal for Java [8].
However, this solution is diﬃcult to implement, since generics in the JVM are
likely to aﬀect several critical and complex aspects of the run-time, such as
just-in-time compilation and optimizations. More importantly, it would also
be more diﬃcult to deploy, for it requires all the Java installations worldwide
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to be completely updated, and would also complicate the task of turning the
ongoing development of applications to generics.
Alternative possibilities have been evaluated which feature limited impact
on the run-time support and on deployment. On the one hand, some ap-
proaches are based on the idea of transforming generic sources into standard
code at load-time [1]. This requires, other than changing the compiler, to
provide a diﬀerent class loader, which can be installed only by a patch to
the JRE. On the other hand, pure translation approaches have been proposed
which aims to providing generics only through a compiler producing a stan-
dard bytecode. Examples are the code-expansion technique of Pizza [13], its
optimized version NextGen [2], and the type-passing approach of LM trans-
lator [19,18]. Even though these proposals are in principle appealing for their
easy deployment, they were initially being considered as “toy” solutions, some-
times addressing in an inadequate way important issues such as performance
and backward compatibility.
3 Design
Among existing translations techniques, the framework of LM translator ap-
peared to provide a ﬂexible enough environment for pushing eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency towards the levels required for a mainstream release. The main idea
of the approach is to reify the generic type to an actual further argument —
called descriptor — when creating an object, and then have the constructor
automatically inserting this descriptor into a newly generated ﬁeld for later
accesses, that is, when run-time type information is required. The critical
aspect of this approach, known in the functional settings as type-parameters
lifting [12], is the overhead needed to dynamically create such descriptors.
The work in [19] shows that all the required descriptors could be created at
the time the generic class exploiting them is loaded, dramatically reducing the
impact on execution-time.
By developing on this very idea, the EGO compiler has been developed
with the following features:
• Laziness. Descriptors are created at the ﬁrst time they are required instead
of at load-time. This prevents any interference with usual Java class loading
dynamics, and avoids the problem of inﬁnite polymorphic recursion [19].
• Completeness. The type-passing translation schema is applied not only
to generic classes, but also generic methods (also dealing with dynamic
dispatching), generic inner classes, interfaces, and arrays.
• Eﬀectiveness. A number of techniques are introduced to deal with eﬀective-
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class Pair<X,Y>{
X x;Y y;
Pair(X x,Y y){
this.x=x; this.y=y;
}
Pair<String,String> show(){
return new Pair<String,String>(x.toString(),y.toString());
}
Pair<Y,X> reverse(){
return new Pair<Y,X>(y,x);
}
<Z> Pair<Z,Y> chgFirst(Z z){
return new Pair<Z,Y>(z,y);
}
<Z> Pair<X,Z> chgSecond(Z z){
return reverse().chgFirst(z).reverse();
}
Pair<X,X> dupFirst(){
return chgSecond(x);
}
}
Fig. 1. Running example of code using generics
ness issues such as interoperability with Java and GJ code and support to
separate compilation.
• Eﬃciency. The need to obtain good performance results of the translated
code pervasively aﬀected all the aspects of the translation, until making
EGO successfully meeting the overhead limits it aimed to.
• Implementation modularity. EGO compiler is implemented as a modular
extension to gjavac, consisting in a further translation step applied to the
abstract syntax tree (AST) after generic type-annotation and before type-
erasure.
In this section we focus on describing the main aspects of the translation imple-
mented by EGO compiler. Following the standard approach [14,2,19,18], we
present details of this translation by examples, showing how a generic source
code is translated into a generic source augmented with the code necessary to
let objects carry their full run-time type.
As a running example we consider the class reported in Figure 1, represent-
ing a generic pair of objects. Type variables X and Y abstract over the type of
the ﬁrst and second element in the pair, represented by ﬁelds x and y. Method
show() exempliﬁes the creation of an instantiated pair Pair<String,String>,
while method reverse() the creation of a pair (Pair<Y,X>) whose instantia-
tion depends on the current assignment of X and Y. The other three methods
chgFirst() (changing the ﬁrst element in the pair), chgSecond() (changing
the second element in the pair), and dupFirst() (copying the ﬁrst element
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public abstract class _D {
public _D p[]; // Type parameters
public _D f[]; // Friend descriptors
public _D encl; // Enclosing descriptor
public int id; // Unique identifier
public static class Cla extends _D { // Class descriptor
public Cla h[]; // Chain of superclasses
public Class cl; // Current java.lang.Class
public int depth; // Depht in the inheritance hierarchy
public Cla[] ints; // Interface descriptors
public VPMT vpmt; // Virtual parametric methods table
...
public abstract boolean isInstance(Object o){...} // Type-tests
public Object cast(Object o){...} // Downcasts
}
public static class Arr extends Cla { ...} // Array descriptor
public static class MetCell extends _D {...} // Cell of method descriptor
public Met met; ...
}
public static class Met extends _D { ...} // Method descriptor
public static interface Parametric{ // Facility to retrieve descriptors
Cla $getD();
}
public static class VPMT{...} // Virtual parametric methods table
public static class Man{...} // Manager of descriptors
public static Cla _DObj; // Descriptor for Object
public static Man manager=new Man(); // Singleton manager
}
Fig. 2. Class for the management of descriptors
into the second) exemplify deﬁnition and use of generic methods.
3.1 The Management of Descriptors
The distinctive feature of type-passing approaches is that type parameters
are reiﬁed as actual arguments to the generic construct deﬁning them. In
particular, EGO associates to each generic abstraction — classes, methods,
arrays, and so on — a descriptor. This is a run-time entity (a Java object)
representing an instantiation environment, that is, holding information on the
instantiation of the type parameters, on the identity of the generic abstraction,
and other related data cached locally for performance reasons. In EGO,
descriptors are implemented as objects of a library class D (in package ego)
that supports the execution of the translated code. Its general structure is
shown in Figure 2.
Class D is an abstract base class for: (i) class descriptors (Cla), used to
handle generic classes, interfaces, and inner class; (ii) array descriptors (Arr);
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and for (iii) method descriptors (Met), used to handle generic methods —
along with class MetCell described later. Each such subclass is deﬁned as a
static inner class of D. Some other static inner classes are also deﬁned that
provide various facilities, such as the class VPMT (Virtual Parametric Methods
Table), used to provide a management of method descriptors in the case of
dynamic dispatching [18], and the class Man, the manager keeping track of the
descriptors created within the current run-time.
All descriptors keep a reference to the descriptors for type parameters
( D.p), for friend types — types which depend on the current instantiation
— ( D.f), for the enclosing type — the outerclass of an inner classes or the
receiver of a method — ( D.encl), and a unique identiﬁer D.id, associated by
the manager as soon as the descriptor is created. In particular, class descrip-
tors also feature an array of descriptors containing the chain of supertypes
( D.h), the java.lang.Class representation of the current type ( D.cl), the
depth of the current descriptor in the inheritance chain ( D.depth), the set of
descriptors for all implemented interfaces ( D.ints), and ﬁnally a reference to
the VPMT ( D.vpmt). Since descriptors are rather complex structures, it is
easy to recognise why a careful implementation has to be studied to minimise
the cost of their creation and handling.
3.2 Translating generic classes
We analyse here in detail how generic classes are translated, providing quite
general insights on the behaviour of EGO compiler. Translating class Pair —
temporarily neglecting methods chgFirst(), chgSecond(), and dupFirst()
— leads to the code in Figure 3. Other than the actual translation of methods,
ﬁelds and constructors, the translator also adds some surrounding code. This
includes the logics for the management of descriptors that strictly depends
on class Pair, and thus needs to be stored inside the class so as to support
separate compilation.
The protected instance ﬁeld $d stores the descriptor representing the run-
time type of the object, and the public instance method $getD is used to access
it from outside. Static methods $crCLA, $C, and $O$CLA provide facilities
to create and access descriptors, the static ﬁeld $d c is used to cache the
descriptors used in the current class, and ﬁnally $depth keeps track of the
depth of class Pair in the hierarchy of generic classes.
3.2.1 General translation schema
We provide details on this surrounding code by actually describing the transla-
tion of the deﬁnitions within the class. The constructor is added an argument
of type D.Cla, whose content will be stored in ﬁeld $d: this is meant to
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class Pair<X,Y> implements ego._D.Parametric {
// Class translation
X x; Y y;
Pair(ego._D.Cla $d, X x, Y y) {
this.$d = $d; this.x = x; this.y = y;
}
Pair<String,String> show() {
return new Pair<String,String>((ego._D.Cla)$C(1),
x.toString(), y.toString());
}
Pair<Y,X> reverse() {
return new Pair<Y,X>((ego._D.Cla)$O$CLA($d, 0), y, x);
}
// Surrounding code
public ego._D.Cla $getD(){ // Accessing the descriptor
return $d;
}
protected ego._D.Cla $d; // Local descriptor
private static ego._D[] $d_c=new ego._D[2];// Descriptors used in the code
protected static int $depth = 1; // Depth in the hierarchy
// Creating Pair descriptors
public static ego._D.Cla $crCLA(ego._D.Cla[] x0) { ... }
// Accessing C descriptors
private static ego._D $C(int pos){
if ($d_c[pos] != null) return $d_c[pos];
switch (pos) {
// String
case 0: return $d_c[pos]=ego._D.Cla.reg(java.lang.String.class);
// Pair<String,String>
case 1: return $d_c[pos]=$crCLA(new ego._D.Cla[]{(ego._D.Cla)$C(0),
(ego._D.Cla)$C(0) });
} return null;
}
// Accessing O descriptors
private static ego._D $O$CLA(ego._D.Cla desc, int pos){
if (desc.h != null) desc = desc.h[desc.depth - Pair.$depth];
if (desc.f[pos] != null) return desc.f[pos];
switch (pos) {
// Pair<Y,X>
case 0: return desc.f[pos]=$crCLA(new ego._D.Cla[]{desc.p[1],desc.p[0]});
} return null;
}
}
Fig. 3. Translation of class Pair
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contain information about the run-time type of the current instance, passed
from the client that invokes the constructor. Methods show() and reverse()
depict this reiﬁcation schema, which is of the general kind
new Pair<T,R>(x,y) --> new Pair<T,R>( /* Desc. for Pair<T,R> */
,x,y)
namely, an appropriate expression is added as ﬁrst argument which is in charge
of eﬃciently creating/retrieving the descriptor.
As far as accessing an appropriate descriptor is concerned, generic types
can be of two diﬀerent kinds: (i) they can be independent of the current
generic instantiation, such as type Pair<String,String> in method show(),
which we call closed (C) types, or (ii) they may include type variables of the
scope, such as Pair<Y,X> in reverse(), which we call open (O) types. These
two kinds of type require diﬀerent management, as shown in the following. 2
3.2.2 Handling closed types
Closed types inside a class are clearly statically known: they could be created
when the class is loaded as in LM [19]. However, it is a better strategy to
create them only the ﬁrst time they are actually required, reusing them in
later accesses.
To achieve this, as a ﬁrst step the translator gathers and enumerates all the
closed types of the class to be compiled. Notice that because type parameters
are described by descriptors as well, they are to be considered in the list of
closed types, too. In the case of Figure 3, this list is made of types String
and Pair<String,String>.
As a second step, the translator adds the static array ﬁeld $d c which will
contain the descriptors for such closed types, and a method $C used to access
them. In particular, this method is called passing the slot position in $d c:
if the slot is not currently empty the existing descriptor is simply returned,
otherwise the descriptor is to be created and stored in the slot. This creation
is obtained relying on method $crCLA, which receives information on the type
parameters and yields the corresponding descriptor.
Finally, the translation inserts an expression of the kind
(ego. D.Cla)$C(i) in each point of the code where the ith descriptor
is required.
Notice that this management of closed types is necessary in any client
exploiting generic types, independently of it being generic or not.
2 We call open types what in [19,18] are called bound types: inspired by [15] we believe
the term “open” better emphasises the character of such types.
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3.2.3 Handling open types
Open types are managed similarly, but with a further indirection level.
In fact, the parameters for Pair<Y,X> are not statically known, but de-
pend on the current instantiation of the class: e.g. invoking reverse() on
Pair<Integer,String> causes the creation of Pair<String,Integer>, ob-
tained substituting String to Y and Integer to X.
To handle this case, when compiling a generic class the translator ﬁrst
gathers and enumerates all the open types inside it — only type Pair<Y,X>
in our example. An instantiation of the class is therefore associated to
a list of so-called friend types [19], which are the closed types obtained
by propagating the instantiation to the open types in the class. For in-
stance, type Pair<Integer,String> is associated with the only friend type
Pair<String,Integer> — obtained by substitution from the open type
Pair<Y,X> in class Pair<X,Y>.
The second step of the translation creates method $O$CLA, which is used to
access descriptors for friend types. In order to link a type to its friend types, we
let a descriptor carry the array of the descriptors of its friend types, stored in
ﬁeld D.f. Therefore, method $O$CLA is constructed so as to accept a descrip-
tor and a slot position, yielding the descriptor of the corresponding friend type.
In particular, as for method $C, if the slot is not empty this is just accessed,
otherwise a new descriptor is to be created. In our running example, only slot
#0 can be accessed: by passing the descriptor for Pair<Integer,String> it
returns e.g. Pair<String,Integer>, which is constructed by considering as
parameters desc.p[0] and desc.p[1] — i.e., the current instantiation of X
and Y.
Finally, the translator inserts the expression (ego. D.Cla)$O$CLA($d,i)
when the ith open type of the current descriptor $d of the class is required.
3.2.4 Double-caching descriptors
Caching descriptors in the static ﬁeld $d c and in the instance D.f of the local
descriptor provides a solution to the problem of quickly retrieving descriptors:
after the ﬁrst access, retrieving a descriptor is as costly here as accessing an
element of an array — which is generally more then one order of magnitude
faster than creating an object [19]. Still, the ﬁrst time one such descriptor is
required, it has to be created through method $crCLA.
To this end, we also rely on the global caching technique of LM translator,
that is, instead of creating descriptors each time, we register them inside the
manager D.Man — using the technique knows as hash-consing (see e.g [15]).
By exploiting a hashtable, the manager is able to recognise in an eﬃcient way
if the descriptor was already created (e.g. by another class of the application),
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and in that case to return the existing one to the requestor. Indeed, this double
caching technique not only optimises time performance, but also guarantees
little space overhead, since only one descriptor for generic type used is actually
kept (very much like a JVM implementing generics would do). The details
of this kind of management, stored into class D.Man and methods $crCLA,
are not reported here for brevity, and for them being mostly similar to those
already discussed in [19].
Simply notice that descriptors are gathered at run-time into a centralised
table structure ﬁlled as they are required, and are referenced both by objects
created from generic classes and from client classes that need to exploit generic
types.
3.3 Other aspects of the translation
Interesting and key issues in making our translation approach successful ac-
tually encompass other aspects than generic classes, which we here brieﬂy
describe. However, because of brevity we leave out from this presentation the
management of generic inner classes, interfaces, and arrays, which is however
similar to that of generic classes.
3.3.1 Accessing run-time type information
The current prototype of EGO compiler has been developed with the goal of
evaluating realisability and performance of the type-passing approach. How-
ever, the language syntax and semantics is the same as GJ [14], which means
that information on run-time types is never actually exploited (e.g.: down-
casts and type tests are still translated using the erasure approach of GJ) —
this is why our Pair example neglects these aspects.
Nevertheless, the techniques discussed in [19] to access and exploit descrip-
tors are applicable in EGO without modiﬁcations. For instance, let v stand
for the expression used to access the descriptor for Pair<String,String>, we
have the translations:
o instanceof Pair<String,String> --> v.isInstance(o)
(Pair<String,String>)o -->
(Pair<String,String>)v.cast(o)
Methods isInstance and cast (of class D.Cla) simply try to access o’s de-
scriptor though interface D.Parametric: if this is possible they simply check
whether o’s descriptor corresponds to a supertype of Pair<String,String>.
Other kinds of run-time introspection, such as e.g. those required to support
persistence, are realised similarly.
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3.3.2 Handling inheritance
The case where a generic class extends another generic class is actually trickier
than what considered in [19]. For simplicity we consider as reference the
declaration:
class D<X,Y> extends C<X>{...}
Limiting space overhead is a key goal of our project, hence, we must ensure
that any object created from a generic class carries at most one descriptor.
Therefore, the translation will make only C declare the extra-ﬁeld $d: D will
not shadow that deﬁnition with a new ﬁeld, but will simply exploit C’s. An
instance of type D<T,R> will be passed a descriptor for the type D<T,R>, car-
rying e.g. its array of friend types obtained by gathering open types in D’s
deﬁnition. But then, if for some reason a method m of C is invoked on such
object — either because of a call to super in D, or because D does not override
m — then the code of m might access some friend of the current descriptor
assuming it is the descriptor for C<T>, which is not!
To solve this subtle problem in an eﬃcient way, we let each descriptor carry
the chain of inheritance from its type upwards ( D.Cla.h), and its position
in that chain ( D.Cla.depth). Moreover, we let each class carry in the static
ﬁeld $depth its own position in that chain 3 . Then, by exploiting these two
values, the ﬁrst instruction in method $O$CLA obtains the proper descriptor
to consider in method m — see Figure 3.
3.3.3 Generic methods
Generic methods, as chgFirst() and chgSecond() in class Pair<X,Y>, are
handled similarly to generic classes. Method descriptors of class D.Met have
descriptors for parameters ( D.p) and friends ( D.f) as those of classes, and
store in D.encl the descriptor for the type receiving the corresponding invo-
cation. Method descriptors are passed to methods at invocation time, they
can be closed or open, respectively accessed through methods $C and $O$MET,
and can have friend types and friend methods.
Still, two main complications arise. On the one hand, method descriptors
should carry a unique identiﬁer of the method within its class: in a separate
compilation setting, there is no way of letting clients know this identiﬁer —
any generation of unique identiﬁers should be local and be updated each time
the class is recompiled, without the clients being able to track this. Hence, a
client is unable to create a method descriptor with global validity without the
help of the receiver class. To solve the problem in an eﬃcient way, clients ac-
3 This is achieved by assigning $depth to 1 in the generic class on top, and increasing it in
each subclasses: for instance in D we have $depth=C.$depth+1. This management allows
classes to be inserted and dropped in the chain without requiring global recompilation.
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class Pair<X,Y> implements ego._D.Parametric {
...
<Z> Pair<Z,Y> chgFirst(ego._D.MetCell $md, Z z) {
$md.compDyn($d.h[0], $d, 1, 0);
return new Pair<Z,Y>((ego._D.Cla)$C(2), z, y);
}
<Z> Pair<X,Z> chgSecond(ego._D.MetCell $md, Z z) {
$md.compDyn($d.h[0], $d, 0, 1);
return reverse().
chgFirst((ego._D.MetCell)$O$MET($md.met,0),z).
reverse();
}
Pair<X,X> dupFirst() {
return chgSecond((ego._D.MetCell)$O$CLA($d, 2), x);
}
}
Fig. 4. Translation of generic methods in class Pair
tually handle wrappers to method descriptors instead of methods descriptors.
These are called methods cells, and are implemented by class D.MetCell. At
invocation-time, clients pass a method cell containing a prototype descriptor
containing the known information only: the receiver type and the type pa-
rameters. The method receiving the invocation for the ﬁrst time, uses that
information to complete the prototype and store the proper method descrip-
tor in the cell (including its unique identiﬁer): subsequent invocations will
not require this arrangement. As shown in Figure 4, this task is realised by
method D.MetCell.compDyn(), whose details are not reported for brevity.
The second complication is because of dynamic dispatching. As discussed
extensively in [18], the actual descriptor to be passed is not known until the
proper method is dynamically resolved. The techniques used to handle this
problem makes class descriptors carry a reference to their VPMT — a ta-
ble containing references to method descriptors, and where the position of
each descriptor in that table is constant throughout VPMT’s of types in
the same inheritance chain. Then, the method descriptor actually passed is
that corresponding to the static type of the receiver: another task of method
D.MetCell.compDyn() is to look for the proper method descriptor in the
actual receiver’s VPMT.
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4 Implementation, Deployment, Interoperability
4.1 EGO in the oﬃcial compiler
Given the nature of our translation approach, it is reasonable to leverage the
existing support for generics in gjavac compiler (version 1.5), and deploy
EGO as a modular extension to it. So, EGO translation is implemented as
a translation phase in between gjavac’s attribution and erasure of generics,
which basically alters and decorates the AST according to the translation
examples described above. This amounts to produce the additional methods,
ﬁelds, formal arguments, and to change the expressions where generic types are
involved. Therefore, EGO implementation has been conceived as a separate
module that can be easily added to the existing compiler, also easing the task
of updating to new gjavac versions.
The existing steps of the compiler are as follows: (i) Parsing, the source
code of all the ﬁles speciﬁed in the command line are parsed, creating for
each of them an AST that is inserted into a queue of trees to be compiled;
(ii) Attribution, each node of each AST is annotated with information on its
(generic) type, symbols for programming structures of interest are created,
and semantic checks are performed that control whether programs are well
formed and typed 4 ; (iii) Erasure, each AST is replaced with its erased version
according to GJ translation [14,5]; (iv) Code Generation, the binary code is
produced.
EGO module is invoked in between attribution and erasure, translating
the AST by the following steps:
• A gathering phase is executed that traverses the tree of a generic class and
retrieves the list of the closed and open types/methods. When doing so,
special care must be taken so that these lists are properly completed, e.g.,
if Pair<String,String> is a closed type, then String is to be added as a
closed type itself, as shown in the example of Figure 3.
• A decoration phase is executed, adding to the AST all the subtrees corre-
sponding to the surrounding code: additional methods, ﬁelds, and formal
arguments. These subtrees are built so as to be already annotated, and
the new required symbols are added to the symbol table managed by the
compiler: in this way, these new subtrees are consistent with respect to the
existing attribution, so that a global re-attribution is not required.
• Finally, a further traversal is performed which translates all the
expressions involving run-time information on generic types, e.g.
4 Also, if some source ﬁle to be compiled exploits a functionality of another class, this is
parsed and inserted in the queue as well.
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translating an expression new Pair<String,String>(..) into new
Pair<String,String>($C(1),..).
Notice that by this implementation, the existing phases of parsing, attribution,
erasure, and code generation of gjavac are left unchanged: the only change
required to gjavac sources is to invoke EGO translation in the main cycle,
between attribution and erasure.
4.2 Deployment
Currently, EGO compiler is deployed with two jar ﬁles. One contains the
compiler itself, which is to be invoked through the proper script. The other is
a 17KB library containing the implementation of class D and its subclasses:
this jar is to be in the classpath when either the compiler is invoked, or
when the code produced by the compiler is executed. This means that any
application created with EGO is to be shipped along with this jar, which can
then be seen as a system library to be plugged into the JRE, or as a part of
the application itself. The reader should notice that this deployment is rather
less critical than any other proposed solution to support run-time generics,
which require changes in the JVM, in the JRE’s class-loader, or translate code
using code-specialisation as NextGen [2].
4.3 Interoperability with legacy Java code
One of the main reasons for the design choices underlying GJ and the re-
lease 1.5 of the JDK is related to interoperability: not only users are not
required to change their JRE at all, but applications can be gracefully turned
into their generic version, for legacy bytecode “interprets” generic code as its
monomorphic version. In particular, as far as the standard JVM is concerned,
the bytecode of a generic class is equivalent to that of its monomorphic ver-
sion. Hence, to retain similar properties, which are quite crucial in the context
of extensions to mainstream programming frameworks, EGO has to feature
equivalent interoperability properties.
A deeper look reveals that in current gjavac, the signature of a class
after generiﬁcation and erasure is not totally unchanged, but might feature
some extra bridge method — used to accommodate overriding as explained in
[14,13]. This means that a legacy application might actually reveal diﬀerences
by an introspection through Java Reﬂection. This has clearly been considered
a minor aspect by Sun developers. Accordingly, it is suﬃcient for EGO to
leave class signature similar to that of gjavac, modulo the addition of new
methods (and ﬁelds).
This is achieved by accommodating the translation seen in previous section
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class Pair<X,Y> implements ego._D.Parametric {
...
//Bridge to Pair<Object,Object>
Pair(X x, Y y) {
this((ego._D.Cla)$C(0), x, y);
}
// EGO Translation
Pair(ego._D.Cla $d, X x, Y y) {...}
//Bridge to Pair<Object,Object>.<Object>chgFirst
<Z> Pair<Z,Y> chgFirst(Z z) {
return this.chgFirst((ego._D.MetCell)$C(1), z);
}
// EGO Translation
<Z> Pair<Z,Y> chgFirst(ego._D.MetCell $md, Z z) {...}
}
Fig. 5. Details on bridge constructors and methods
exploiting a similar bridging technique to GJ: constructors and methods that
need the extra-argument are left also in their original version, which simply
redirects the invocation to the translated version with the extra-argument,
passing a default descriptor.
Consider the details of the translated version of class Pair<X,Y> reported
in Figure 5. If a legacy Java code creates a pair, it exploits the constructor with
two arguments: thanks to our bridging technique, this amounts to create a
pair object carrying the descriptor for Pair<Object,Object> — and similarly
for methods. This technique guarantees EGO to have same interoperability
properties to GJ — the fact that some changes occur in the number and type
of arguments instead of on return types, and that new methods and ﬁelds are
added from scratch seemingly introduces no further compatibility concerns.
5 Performance
EGO compiler introduces three kinds of overhead in the execution of the
translated code: time overhead, memory overhead, and class-size overhead.
Time overhead is due to the need to create, access, and pass descriptors
to the generic abstractions in the code. This is probably the most critical
performance issue, which the design of EGO translation stressed at most.
Early measures taken on hand-written translated code report that this is often
less than 10%, for accessing descriptors is reduced to accessing a local ﬁeld,
and descriptors are created only the ﬁrst time.
Memory overhead is caused by the table of descriptors, and by the extra-
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gjavac gjavac (EGO) Overhead
Execution Time (ms) 7887 8575 8.90%
Average Allocated Memory (MB) 51.25 51.83 0.96%
Average Memory Load (MB) 36.25 37.5 4.53%
Class Size (bytes) 966129 1103940 14.26%
Fig. 6. Measurement results
reference in each instance of a generic class. The former highly depends on
the amount of descriptors exploited, each requiring around one hundred bytes
of memory: one can expect it to reach e.g. 100KB only in medium-large
applications. The latter is 4 bytes per object, and can become crucial in those
cases where generic classes declare a very small number of instance ﬁelds.
Class-size overhead is due to the surrounding code added to classes using
generic features: this is around some Kbytes, but can become greater in classes
that intensively use generics.
As one may notice, most of these overheads highly depend on the rel-
ative amount of generic features an application uses. Therefore, the only
signiﬁcant measurement results can be obtained over real-case applications of
medium/large size. Currently, the only available application with this charac-
teristic and featuring generics is the gjavac compiler itself [11]. This is made
of 61 java ﬁles, compiled into 203 classes for a total of about 1MB of code,
which extensively uses generics [14] — e.g. for representing the AST.
The systems we compare are (i) gjavac compiler, and (ii) the EGO-
translated version of gjavac compiler, which we name gjavac (EGO). The
runs we consider are obtained by compiling the entire gjavac source ﬁles with
the two systems. The results of the measures, corresponding to an average of
20 tries, is reported in Figure 6. In particular, we measured memory overhead
in terms of both allocated memory and used memory. We observe that EGO
translation leads to a rough 10% of overhead in all dimensions, which was
exactly the initial limit imposed in the call for proposals for adding generics
to the Java programming language [11]. In spite of these promising initial
results, these measurements are still preliminary and need a more reﬁned
analysis, which is out of the scope of this paper — indeed, this is a subject of
ongoing work and will be presented in an extended version of this paper.
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6 Related Work
Related works of this paper include all previous proposals for adding generics
to Java (and to other languages such as C#), which are extensively described
in [19,18]. Here, for space reasons, we ﬁnd it useful to limit the comparison
with the two existing techniques which are more closely related: the NextGen
proposal for Java [2], and the generic extension to the .NET CLR of [15,3].
Similarly to our work, NextGen aims at handling the problem of run-
time types through a pure translation approach. The translation of a generic
class in NextGen still resembles the monomorphic version, as in GJ, including
the code shared between all the diﬀerent instantiations: however, as a new
instantiation is required at compile-time, a new subclass is created containing
only the few specialised code fragments required. Even though space overhead
is limited, this solution still suﬀers from the deployment limitations due to the
creation of diﬀerent class ﬁles. time
On the other hand, the implementation of generics in the .NET CLR ex-
ploits a type passing approach which is very similar to the EGO technique.
While generic classes can be instantiated to primitive types as well, which is
realised by full code-specialisation, instantiation to reference types — which
we focus on in the following — fully relies on code-sharing. In particular, each
object carries a pointer to the vtable, which holds references to the code of
virtual methods. In the generic version, this vtable also carries information
on the instantiation of the object’s run-time type, namely, the instantiation
of all its type parameters as well as a dictionary of “dependent types”. This
structure indeed corresponds to our type descriptors — the dictionary corre-
sponding to our notion of friend types — and are created on a by-need basis
as in EGO. Similarly, generic methods are implemented by passing a dictio-
nary explicitly along with other formal arguments. 5 Diﬀerently from EGO,
in .NET dictionaries are inherited in subclasses, while in EGO a descriptor
points to its supertypes: this approach requires a further indirection but is
necessary in order to support modular compilation in our source-to-source
translation setting.
5 The actual implementation of virtual calls is not explained in [15] and is just brieﬂy
depicted in [3]. A method receiver is charged with the burden of creating proper dictionaries
at run-time as in EGO, but there appears not to be an optimisation technique similar to
the VPMT approach to reuse dictionaries. Whether a structure similar to our VPMTs is
applicable to the .NET framework and would improve its current performance is an open
question.
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7 Conclusions
This paper reports the fundamental design and implementation aspects of
the EGO compiler project, developed as a collaboration of DEIS department
(Universita` degli Studi di Bologna, Italy) and Sun Microsystems 6 . Our de-
scription analyses a number of details concerning optimised translation tech-
niques, interoperability, deployment, and performance, which we believe could
be of general interest for designers of advanced type systems for mainstream
programming languages. The result of this project is a compiler eﬀectively
and eﬃciently supporting run-time generics on top of standard (non-generic)
Java Virtual Machines. Minor issues are still left uncovered, which include
handling multiple class loaders, multi-threading, support to reﬂection, wild-
cards, and full analysis of the inﬂuence between separate compilation and
interoperability.
At the time of writing, Sun Microsystems appears not to be urged to sup-
port run-time generics in a future release. However, this is the only project
they developed towards this direction, and we believe it can be a good start-
ing point candidate if a future Java release will provide support to run-time
generics.
Other than tackling the above uncovered issues, future works will be de-
voted to execute reﬁned measures and correspondingly tuning the translation
— e.g. enabling time-optimisation and space-optimisation ﬂags in the com-
piler, for tackling platforms with limited resources, such as small devices ones.
Also, a new fundamental research direction is to exploit the EGO translation
schema to develop a new JVM with direct support to generics similarly to
.NET [9], which is actually an obvious alternative for a future Java release.
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